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Population 
effects on GDP 
growth are more 
complex than is 
often made out.

...as different 
age groups have 
different GDP 
intensities.

An influential truth 
Economic forecasters often point gloomily to a link between population movements in 
an economy and GDP decline.  The phrase “demographic time bomb” is a way of getting 
a good headline, usually followed by an argument that population declines have a linear 
negative effect on GDP.  As part of our Global Oil Forecast we have carried out detailed 
research into one interesting and unacknowledged link between demographic changes 
and GDP trends, which shows that population and GDP interact in a more subtle way.

Population changes work through an economy with glacial speed.  The GDP effects 
of a change in birth rates today will take most of a century to propagate fully through a 
given economy.  Mortality changes work more quickly, but still take decades to show a 
material impact.

But simple birth and life expectancies conceal an influential truth, that different age 
cohorts have different GDP intensities, and the effects of these relative intensities are 
material and measurable.  

From birth, babies create GDP.  Not directly, to be sure (unless one uses measures 
of GDP that include suspect “happiness” components), but indirectly in that human 
babies start consuming from their first post-partum wail.  Food, clothing, healthcare, 
warmth, accommodation, insurance, travel, hygiene, tangible assets and childcare services 
are all consumed when a new baby arrives.  Consumption continues as children grow, 
to include education services, more fixed assets, toys, books, games, media and even (if 
illicitly) alcohol and tobacco.

However, the value of consumption generated by the young is lower than consumption 
by the working age population – the young are GDP-Lite consumers.

At the other end of the age range people who have moved out of the workforce also 
create GDP.  Some components of their GDP contribution grow in intensity (healthcare, 
personal care) while others shrink (clothing, transportation, fixed asset investment, 
housing).  On balance, as people leave the workforce their average GDP intensity as 
a group will fall – they too become “GDP-Lite”.  In economies with highly developed 
geriatric care industries the very old may again become GDP-Heavy at the end of their 
lives, as they load healthcare and social care services with spend, but not all of the inactive 
old spend at these levels, and most economies do not cure their age-care problems with 
outside suppliers.  Granny lives among the family.

So, we suggest that the GDP effects of a changing population profile need to 
encompass not just  the size of the overall population over time, but also a calculation of 
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Newsbase Research has developed a powerful global Liquids model that forms the foundation for the NBR Global Oil 
Forecast Service. Part of this model rests on a detailed understanding of the sources of growth in the world’s economies, 
and on accurate forecasting of trend real growth rates for 150 of those economies. In the endless search for accuracy in this 
area, we have developed this new insight into the impact of demographics on trend growth, which we now present below.

Important 
demographic 
effects need to be 
factored in...
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its GDP intensity by age-cohort.  If we were to carry out this calculation in full detail we 
would examine the average ages at which a population transitions from Lite to Heavy, 
then from Heavy to Lite, and then (in a minority of cases) from Lite back to Heavy for 
the “inactive” phase of an average life.  

Each economy has its own transition phases.  For example, India shows an early 
transition from childhood to work, and then a relatively high mortality among the aged, 
while Germany has a much later transition age from education to work, and longer end 
of life inactivity.  

We could measure and track these for 150 material economies, and if we did we 
would find that they are moving slowly over time driven by changes in health, wealth 
and policy.  For the purposes of NBROF, one of our research targets is to track and then 
predict long term trends in GDP growth rates (in order to analyse and then predict 
Liquids Intensity).  At present, the small differences created by detailed “age phasing” 
do not add enough useful information to justify the time involved, but our predictive 
analytics do now use a standard age-phasing approach to generate a clear picture of the 
effect of this age-phasing on trend GDP movements.

When we apply this basic approach some interesting results emerge.
First, we can calculate for a given economy a ratio that shows the average GDP 

intensity across its population.  This is expressed as the “Proportion Of Theoretical 
Maximum Output”, or POTMO.  POTMO shows how an economy’s age profile affects 
its rate of GDP growth.  An economy with a POTMO of 61% is running at 61% of the 
GDP that would flow if all members of the economy were in the working age population.  
It is immediately obvious that no economy can reach a POTMO of 100% - you cant set 
babies to work, and everyone gets to retire some time – so POTMO always lies below 
100%.  (North Korea is probably the economy closest to 100%, to the detriment of North 
Koreans).

Let’s look at some examples.  Japan’s current POTMO is 81.7%  The average Japanese 
citizen produces 81.7% of the GDP that would be produced if all Japanese citizens were 
of working age.  By comparison, in 1985 Japan’s POTMO was 77.8%.  This means that 
POTMO changes (ie demographic changes) added 3.9% of net GDP growth to the last 
thirty years of Japan’s growth, or 0.13% per year.  What POTMO shows is a much more 
granular and detailed view of the effect of Japan’s demographic change on GDP growth. 

One beauty of POTMO analysis is that it allows long term prediction (given that 
population changes have a clear momentum and direction over future time).

If we look forward thirty years (using the UN’s population model as the raw input) 
Japan’s predicted POTMO is 80.0%.  This means that negative demographic effects 
on trend GDP are very small - minus 0.06% per year.  This number challenges the 
demographic time bomb narrative – Japan’s economy is not much threatened by ageing.

Of course, POTMO is not the whole story.  We still have to add the demographic 
effect of absolute population changes to the POTMO result.  In the case of Japan, 
absolute population is forecast to shrink by 0.4% per year on average over the next 
thirty years, and this will indeed give Japan a roughly 0.4% per year GDP headwind.   

An economy’s 
average GDP 
intensity across 
its population 
can be 
quantified...

...but it is not 
static.

...and allows 
us to quantify 
the effect of 
demographic 
change on GDP.

POTMO 
analysis 
shows how an 
economy’s age 
profile affects 
its rate of GDP 
growth...
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POTMO analysis suggests that absolute population size is an order of magnitude more 
important in GDP moves than demographic moves within a population.

POTMO analysis places Japan’s sluggish past GDP growth into a new light.  Between 
1985 and 2015 the global economy, for example, has quietly been enjoying a POTMO 
push of plus 0.21% per year – double the rate experienced by Japan.  Hence, 0.08% 
of Japan’s GDP lag is probably a POTMO effect.  At the same time, Japan’s absolute 
population effect over the past thirty years has been a meagre plus 0.18% per year.

For comparison, the UK’s GDP has enjoyed an absolute population effect of plus 
0.45% per year, and a delicate POTMO push of 0.05% per year.  

Looking back, Japan’s absolute population growth has had about the same effect on 
GDP growth as its POTMO effect.  The sum of the two – plus 0.31% per year – is just 
over half of the equivalent sum for the UK, at plus 0.5%.

POTMO and absolute population moves combined over the past three decades have 
given Japan a like-for-like headwind of -0.19% per year , which, as it happens, is about 
a fifth of the trend difference between Japan and the rest of the developed world’s GDP 
trend numbers.

All the Abenomics and QE in the world will not cure that fifth.  A key insight is 
that normal population ageing does not necessarily have a negative effect on GDP 
– it merely reduces the positive push otherwise provided by POTMO and absolute 
population effects.  It would be possible to have a positive POTMO in a shrinking 
population, and a negative POTMO in a growing population.  It is also possible to 
have a positive POTMO in an ageing population.  As ever, the devil lies in the detail.

POTMO effects are influenced by sideways moves of the borders between the main 
phases of life – infancy, education, work, retirement, and incapacity.  A more detailed 
POTMO analysis would allow policy-makers to predict the GDP impacts of their plans 
for higher education, later retirement ages and mortality reduction with more clarity.  
It might well be the case that some policies that look good in a headline create GDP 
drag effects that are very expensive in GDP terms.  Politicians are unlikely to pay much 
attention, but their civil servants might do well to take note.  

A painful result of POTMO analysis is that delaying the childhood/adult transition 
with further education hurts POTMO unless that education results in an above average 
GDP contribution later on.  Educating Barrista graduates creates a distinct POTMO drag.

For our own NBR analysis, we are using POTMO models to identify the POTMO 
effects within historic trend GDP changes.  This in turn allows us better to understand 
and predict future trend GDP movements (GDP prediction is one part of our Liquids 
Intensity algorithm, and therefore a part of our demand forecasting system).  In sum, we 
break GDP performance analysis into several components, two of which are population-
based – POTMO and absolute population changes.  We believe that POTMO analysis 
represents one more step towards precise Liquids prediction. v

We can combine 
POTMO 
with absolute 
population 
growth...

...and make 
direct 
comparisons 
between 
countries.

POTMO can 
give insight 
into the effects 
of major policy 
implications.

We use 
POTMO 
analysis as part 
of our GDP 
forecasting...

...which helps 
inform our 
broader Liquids 
demand model.
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